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Abstract. It is shown how a lack of observability associated with the coupling variable can affect the resulting
dynamics of a ring of R̈ossler systems, here investigated in a state sub-space of a local oscillator.

From the seminal paper by Pecora and Carrol [1] on
synchronization, it is known that the quality of synchro-
nization is dependent on the variable chosen for coupling
the systems. In most of the papers, the results are presented
using one variable chosena priori without any justifica-
tion. Very frequently, systems are empirically coupled us-
ing the variable providing the best observability: for in-
stance, R̈ossler systems are coupled using variabley [3]
which is the best variable since there is a global diffeomor-
phism between the original state space of the Rössler sys-
tem and the differential embedding induced by variabley
and its first two derivatives [4]: it represents the best qual-
ity one can expect when a state space is reconstructed from
a single scalar time series [4]. This variable is also the best
one to use for synchronizing Rössler systems [2]. Lorenz
systems are often coupled using variablex [1]. Although
there is no global diffeomorphism between the state space
of the Lorenz system and thex-induced differential embed-
ding, variablex provides the best observability [5]. A vari-
able is associated with a lack of observability when there
is a domain — the observability singular manifold defined
by DetJΦs = 0 whereJΦs is the jacobian matrix of the co-
ordinate transformationΦ between the original state space
and the differential embedding induced by the “measured”
variables — in the state space which cannot be properly
reconstructed using the chosen variable. Obviously the lo-
cation of the observability singular manifold related to the
chaotic attractor has an impact on the quality of the vari-
able.

The interplay between observability and synchroniza-
tion was recently shown for bidirectional coupling between
two nearly identical systems [2]: the range of values of the
coupling parameter for which complete and/or phase syn-
chronization can be obtained is the largest when the sys-
tems are coupledvia a variable providing a good observ-
ability as shown, for instance, in the case of two Rössler
systems bidirectionaly coupled (Fig. 1).

We here extend this approach to a ring of bidirection-
nally coupled R̈ossler systems























ẋ = ω(−y − z)

ẏ = ω(x + ay)

ż = ω(b + z(x − c))
(1)
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Fig. 1. Critical coupling curves that correspond to the onset of
synchronization (synchronization curve) and the ejection of the
trajectory to infinity (ejection curve), respectively. Below the syn-
chronization curve, the average distance between points and the
first bisecting line of planey1-y2 is greater than 0.1. Case of the
Rössler system,b = 2, c = 4 andδω = 0.04.

whereω is used to adjust the pseudo-period of the system.
The R̈ossler systems are coupled according to

ẋi = f(xi) + kp(xi−1 − xi) + ks(xi+1 − xi) (2)

wherexi ∈ R
3 is the state vector of theith oscillator, andkp

andks two coupling parameters. We choose as a “local os-
cillator” the Rössler system [6] for three reasons: i) it is not
equivariant (this is important since symmetry properties in-
duce quite complex dynamics and tend to reduce the qual-
ity of the synchronization), ii) the dynamics of the Rössler
system is well known [7], and iii) there is one variable (y)
providing a full observability and one variable (z) provid-
ing a very bad observability [8,9]. The Rössler systems are
then either slightly detuned by varying the pseudo-period
according toδω or “perturbed” by varying the value of pa-
rametera using parameter mismatchδa as shown in Fig.
2. When the R̈ossler systems are coupledvia variabley,
all the systems are phase synchronized and have the same
dynamics, that is, produce an attractor with the same topol-
ogy.

Whenδa is decreased from 0, the chaotic attractor is
progressively reduced by pruning the population of unsta-
ble periodic orbits up to a simple period-1 limit cycle (Fig.
3). Whenδa is increased, the chaotic behavior is developed
as the R̈ossler system is when parametera is increased [7].
Aroundδa = 0.15, the trajectory is ejected to infinity due
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Fig. 2. Parameter mismatch for a ring of an even number of bidi-
rectionally coupled R̈ossler attractors. The ring has therefore a
reflection symmetry (from the parameter point of view).

to a boundary crisis between the attractor and the boundary
of the attraction basin as observed in an isolated Rössler
system [7]. We did never observe some behaviors which
were not solution to the R̈ossler system.
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Fig. 3. Bifurcation diagram of a local oscillator of a ring of four
Rössler systems. Parameter values:a = 0.432,b = 2 andc = 4.

When the local R̈ossler systems are coupled using vari-
ablex (a variable with a “moderate” observability [4,2]), a
reverse bifurcation diagram is also observed (Fig. 3b) for
negative parameter mismatch but it is nearly impossible to
impose a positive mismatch, the boundary crisis being ob-
served as soon asδa is slightly positive. It appears that the
lack of observability tends to destabilize the synchroniza-
tion and, consequently, to develop the local dynamics. All
observed behaviors were topologically equivalent to be-
haviors solution to an isolated Rössler system.

In order to exemplify what occurs when a detuningδω
is introduced between the local oscillators, we choose a
ring of six Rössler systems coupled by variabley. In that
case, the bifurcation diagram versusδω is rather symmet-
ric with respect toδω = 0 with |δω| < 0.15 s, thus inducing
a bubble in the bifurcation diagram as sometines observed
in isolated systems (see for instance [10] for bubbling in
a forced Duffing system). Increasing|δω| reduces the de-
velopment of the chaotic attractor by a sequence of reverse

bifurcations, leading to a period-one limit cycle (Fig. 4a).
For |δω| > 0.15 s, there is a departure between negative
and positive detunings. Whenδω < 0 (the pseudo-period
is thus reduced) the local dynamics is stabilized to a small
amplitude limit cycle. Contrary to this, whenδω > 0.15 s,
a quasi-periodic regime is observed (Fig. 4b) as exhibited
by an annular Poincaré section (Fig. 4c). For the first time,
a behavior which was not a solution to the original Rössler
system was observed.
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Fig. 4. Bifurcation diagram of a local oscillator of a ring of six
Rössler systems coupledvia variabley. Parameter values:a =
0.432,b = 2 andc = 4. The quasi-periodic regime is obtained
with detuningδω = 0.3 s.
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